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AWC maintains a risk profile for all products and provides the required assurance through comprehensive product audits for each development stage. We are certain that the products are safe, reliable and have the necessary features. Our developers monitor news, publications, and online sources of safety-related information and take steps to implement relevant safety-relevant measures. TIA Portal Professional provides you with an unrivalled set of
functions that are unrivalled. TIA Portal Professional is the industry’s innovative workflow and manufacturing software for your enterprise. With powerful features and intuitive design, it enables you to develop, create, publish, and maintain your business processes.TIA Portal Pro 2017With the latest version of TIA Portal Professional, you can now develop and customize your own user interface. You can even build it from scratch using a point-and-click

editor. It is the first product in the winCC portfolio. TIA Portal wdwCC is a WinCC device, which controls and monitors a WinCC workflow using a web browser and a mobile device. TIA Portal Step7 wdwCC will be your gateway to WinCC. TIA Portal Step7 wdwCC is developed to integrate your existing setup with WinCC.The web interface allows TIA Portal Step7 wdwCC to integrate the TIA Portal workspace into your existing WinCC infrastructure, where TIA
Portal has already been installed. The integrated software components and the TIA Portal installation CDs are delivered via one easy-to-use download. TIA Portal Step7 wdwCC will enable you to realize cost reductions in your production process and will help you increase the productivity of your WinCC team. The most important functions are: -simplified integration in a flexible manner -reduced installation effort -a modernized user interface -Extended

service and support via an automatic web-based configuration -Integrated help documentation -Simplified access to WinCC data -Simplified communication between WinCC and TIA Portal
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the configuration and programming tools required for generating a safety-oriented program are
integrated into the simatic step 7 user interface and use a common project structure. using the simatic
step 7 safety basic or step 7 safety advanced (tia portal) option, you can also take advantage of all the
benefits of the tia portal for your fail-safe automation.to use this option package, a validsimatic step 7
basic or step 7 professional license is required. the configuration and programming tools required for
generating a safety-oriented program are integrated into the simatic step 7 user interface and use a
common project structure. using the simatic step 7 safety basic or step 7 safety advanced (tia portal)

option, you can also take advantage of all the benefits of the tia portal for your fail-safe automation. as
an integrated option for the tia portal, simatic energy suite directly links energy management and
automation for the first time and thereby creates energy transparency in production. in addition,

simplified programming of energy-measuring components significantly reduces the configuration work.
integrated and intuitive configuration of energy-measuring components significantly reduces the

configuration work. step 7 plcsim supports all functions of step 7 plcsim and step 7 plcsim advanced,
with the following differences: sinamics: configuration of sinamics drives directly in the hardware catalog

is supported (previously only gsdml was supported) usability improvements: various small
improvements in usability s7-1500 and et 200sp controllers can be created and used for extensive

simulation of functions. the following new functions are available with simatic energy suite v15.1: energy
screens: now included as part of the energy suite v15.1 product package reports new: cost center report
including tariffs sinamics: configuration of sinamics drives directly in the hardware catalog is supported
(previously only gsdml was supported) usability improvements: various small improvements in usability

step 7 plcsim professionalthe following new functions are available with simatic energy suite v15.1:
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